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ABSTRACT

Feature tracking techniques are employed to investigate why there is a relative minimum

in storminess during winter within the Pacific storm track (the midwinter suppression). It

is found that the frequency and amplitude of disturbances entering the Pacific storm track

from mid-latitude Asia is substantially reduced during winter relative to fall and spring, and

the magnitude of this reduction is more than sufficient to explain why there is a wintertime

minimum in wave activity over the Pacific. Growth rates of individual disturbances are

calculated and compared to expectations from linear theory for several regions of interest.

While there are significant discrepancies between linear expectations and actual growth rates

over the Pacific, the growth of disturbances within the Pacific storm track cannot explain why

the midwinter suppression exists. Furthermore, it is determined that the development of a

midwinter suppression over mid-latitude Asia is entirely consistent with linear expectations,

which predict a wintertime minimum in Eady growth rates in this region, mainly due to

increased stability. Several other mechanisms that may contribute to the development of

the midwinter suppression over mid-latitude Asia are discussed, including the interaction

between upper-level waves and topography, the behavior of waves upwind of the Tibetan

plateau, and the initiation of lee cyclones.
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1. Introduction

The midwinter suppression of the Pacific storm track1 is a striking phenomena for which

a complete explanation has proven elusive. In the mid-latitudes, temperature gradients and

jet stream winds reach a maximum in the middle of winter. A simple interpretation of

the linear Eady model of baroclinic storm formation and growth (Eady 1949; Lindzen and

Farrell 1980) predicts that mid-latitude storminess should also maximize at this time, and it

does throughout most of the Northern Hemisphere. In the western Pacific, however, many

standard Eulerian measures of storminess (e.g., variance of geopotential height) exhibit a

relative minimum in winter compared with fall and spring (Fig. 1a).

Nakamura (1992) first identified the midwinter suppression, and since then substantial

progress has been made in characterizing it. An intriguing feature of storminess over the

Pacific Ocean is that when the strength of the jet stream exceeds ∼ 45ms−1, the correlation

between zonal wind at 250-hPa and many common measures of storminess becomes negative

(Nakamura 1992). In addition, a similar relationship exists for inter-annual variability; years

with a strong midwinter suppression tend to exhibit stronger-than-normal jet stream winds

and vice versa for a weak midwinter suppression (e.g., Chang 2001; Nakamura et al. 2002). In

addition, Christoph et al. (1997) concluded that the suppression is not a statistical artifact.

That is, it exists in frequencies well outside the range of a typical band-pass filter. Fur-

thermore, the midwinter suppression is a robust feature of the atmospheric circulation that

1There is some ambiguity in the meaning of the phrase “storm track.” In this study we reserve the phrase

“storm track” to refer to the geographic region of enhanced synoptic activity in the climatological sense (as

is conventional in climate literature), and not the path of an individual storm. Related to this, we refer to

the strength of synoptic activity in a storm track as the amplitude of “storminess.”
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is observed in reanalysis data and output from general circulation models (e.g., Nakamura

1992; Zhang and Held 1999; Chang 2001; Yin 2002).

Numerous publications have evaluated how the midwinter suppression may arise through

various dynamical mechanisms that occur within the Pacific storm track. A large body

of work evaluates the possibility that the faster, narrower, more subtropical wintertime jet

stream causes the midwinter suppression. The strong wintertime jet stream, which results in

15% faster group velocity of wave packets within the storm track (Chang 2001), causes prop-

agating waves to be advected quickly through regions of strong baroclinicity and may result

in reduced spatial growth rate of storms. However, Nakamura et al. (2002) considered both

the increase in group velocity and the increase in expected Eady growth rates, and find that

the two together can only explain 5% of the inter-annual variability between Januaries with

strong and weak storm activity. Harnik and Chang (2004) explored whether modifications

to the linear models accounting for a narrower, faster jet stream can explain the midwinter

suppression. They concluded that the process that may be important for inter-annual vari-

ability, but the width of the jet stream doesn’t vary enough from fall through to spring for

it to be of central importance. Deng and Mak (2005) studied a linear β-plane model and

find that deformation associated with the strong, narrow wintertime jet stream could be an

important factor in the midwinter supression. However, several other analyses showed that

this process may actually work in the wrong direction for the seasonal cycle of the Pacific

storm track (Chang 2001; Yin 2002; Chang and Zurita-Gotor 2007); transient waves in the

Pacific storm track should lose less energy to the background flow in winter than fall or

spring. Finally, Nakamura and Sampe (2002) showed that the equatorward displacement of

the wintertime jet stream causes disturbances to become trapped within a strong subtropical
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waveguide during winter. They point out that the more subtropical and consequently less

eddy-driven nature of the wintertime jet stream may be centrally important to understanding

the midwinter suppression.

Several studies have evaluated the role of diabatic effects in modulating the seasonal cycle

of storm activity over the Pacific Ocean. Results, which are drawn from a variety of analysis

methods, a broad range of data sources, and a comprehensive hierarchy of models, clearly

show that dry dynamics alone cannot fully explain the seasonal cycle of mid-latitude storm

activity (Zhang and Held 1999; Chang 2001; Yin 2002; Chang and Song 2006; Chang and

Zurita-Gotor 2007). However, the extent to which moist dynamics are responsible for the

midwinter suppression is still a subject of debate.

Finally, it is possible that the midwinter suppression is the direct consequence of wave

activity upstream of the Pacific storm track. Nakamura (1992) and others have noted that a

wintertime minimum in Eulerian variance extends well into Asia. Robinson and Black (2006)

found evidence that the central magnitude of cyclonic perturbations entering the Pacific

storm track during winter is reduced relative to fall and spring. In addition, Robinson et al.

(2006) demonstrated that specific patterns in the wintertime mean circulation over Siberia,

perhaps associated with modulations of the East Asian winter monsoon, can precede intense

wave activity downstream in the Pacific storm track. In a study focusing on the synoptic

development of individual troughs, Myoung and Nielsen-Gammon (2009, in preparation)

found that deformation may play a role in suppressing the intensity of disturbances upstream

of the Pacific storm track.

The work mentioned above comprises a significant contribution to our current under-

standing of the dynamics that control mid-latitude storminess. When taken together, the
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literature suggests that there is no dominant underlying source of the midwinter suppres-

sion. Rather, the suppression is the result of several effects that add together to produce a

wintertime minimum in synoptic-scale variance.

We demonstrate in this study that a very clear picture of the midwinter suppression

emerges when feature tracking is employed to characterize the western Pacific storm track.

We show that storminess is reduced in the middle of the winter because the number and

amplitude of seed disturbances entering the Pacific is reduced compared to the shoulder

seasons. We find no evidence that the stucture or growth rate of individual features within

the Pacific storm track gives rise to the midwinter suppression. Rather, we show that reduced

number of seeds formed well upstream of the Pacific - likely due to the seasonality in the

interaction between surface stability, the orography, and upper-level waves over Asia - is the

predominant source of the midwinter suppression of storminess in the western North Pacific.

2. Methods

Storm tracks are usually defined as bands of higher than normal synoptic-scale baroclinic

wave activity. In the climate literature they are predominantly represented by Eulerian eddy

statistics, usually calculated as the variance in a field (such as sea level pressure or heat trans-

port) that has been band-pass filtered to isolate wave activity on the time scale of synoptic

storms (e.g., Blackmon 1976; Blackmon et al. 1977). However, with the recent introduction

of accurate feature tracking algorithms, it is now possible to objectively calculate storm

tracks from the individual disturbances that comprise them.

We have used the feature-tracking algorithm written by Kevin Hodges (Hodges 1994,
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1995, 1999) to compile an inventory of all Northern Hemisphere disturbances in the 6-hourly

ERA-40 reanalysis dataset (Uppala et al. 2005) from 1958-2001. The algorithm is well doc-

umented in the above references, and so we give only a brief description here2. The tracking

algorithm first identifies all extrema above and below a user-specified minimum threshold

value in each time frame for the chosen field. Individual feature paths are then compiled

using two constraints, which are chosen adaptively for each disturbance: smoothness of track

and appropriate velocity. Finally, all disturbances that do not travel at least 1000-km and

last 2 days are thrown out as being too short-lived to be of interest.

In the results section below, we primarily analyze tracking results derived from upper-

level (300-hPa) geopotential height for cyclonic disturbances. Results from relative vorticity

are also discussed in Appendix A. Synoptic disturbances in these two fields are ideal to

track because, after filtering out a background state, features have an easily identified center

and central magnitude is a meaningful measure of intensity. The minimum threshold value

(relative to the background field) for the existence of a feature is chosen as 3−dm for geopo-

tential height and 10−5 s−1 for relative vorticity (Appendix A). We find that the algorithm

is insensitive to any reasonable choice of minimum threshold and the that lifetime and track

length requirements ensure that only substantial disturbances are included in the analysis.

In identifying features to track, it is often necessary to subtract a background field so that

only synoptic features are retained, and this is often done by first processing the data through

a temporal or spatial filter that admits only synoptic-scale disturbances. For geopotential

height, we subtract the seasonal cycle through application of a 90-day high-pass Butterworth

2On Kevin Hodges’ website, seasonal climatologies of feature tracking results from the ERA-40 dataset

available for download. View www.nerc − essc.ac.uk/ kih/AMIP2/era40 results.html for more details.
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filter and a then we apply a spatial filter that admits only planetary wave numbers between

5 and 42. As this is a slightly unconventional filtering method, some discussion is warranted.

For our purposes, a standard temporal filter such as a 2.5-6 day band-pass filter (e.g.,

Blackmon 1976; Blackmon et al. 1977) is not ideal because it over-emphasizes the wave-like

nature of the atmosphere and artificially adds disturbances where none existed in the original

field. This is only a small disadvantage for Eulerian storm tracks, where storminess is often

measured by the standard deviation of a field, but this is an undesired effect when using

feature tracking.

To avoid complications associated with temporal filters, Hoskins and Hodges (2002, 2005)

and Anderson et al. (2003) advocate for the use of a planetary spatial filter. However,

Donohoe and Battisti (2009, accepted and revised) recently showed that the planetary filter

retains significant amplitude time-average features in the core of the Pacific and Atlantic

storm tracks (of the order 10-hPa or more for the field of sea-level pressure). Consistent

with their results, we find that not only is the magnitude of individual geopotential height

disturbances impacted by these artificial time-mean features, the number of disturbances

identified by the tracking algorithm is also affected (not shown). This is a considerable

drawback to the planetary spatial filter.

We find that combining a planetary spatial filter with a seasonal mean filter does much to

avoid all of the above limitations. The seasonal mean filter decreases the amplitude of time-

averaged spatial features by almost two orders of magnitude, from around 10-hPa to ∼0.3-

hPa without affections synoptic motions. This effectively eliminates the largest drawback

associated with a planetary spatial filter and retains its advantages over a band-pass filter.

In order to distinguish between different geographic areas, we define the western Pacific
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storm track as being comprised of disturbances that cross the longitude 160◦E, between 20◦-

70◦N. This choice is made to focus on the region that, in eddy statistics, has a strong midwin-

ter suppression (see Fig. 1). For illustration, Figure 2 shows a sample of the paths of cyclonic

disturbances (randomly selected from the month of November) tracked in geopotential height

at 300-hPa.

The analysis is not sensitive to this choice of location; similar results are obtained when

performing the same analysis throughout the western and central Pacific. Results are also

insensitive to the latitudinal range, for example results are essentially the same if tracking

all disturbances between 20◦- 70◦N or only those located within 10 degrees to the north and

south of the climatological storm track axis. Results found using the whole record (1958-

2001) also hold for the satellite era (1979-2001). Though most of the results we present

here are found in the field of geopotential height, we have performed similar calculations

using vorticity, meridional wind and zonal wind at levels between 250-hPa and 1000-hPa.

Tracking results from these fields (not shown) are very similar, and there are some interesting

considerations for tracking relativorticity that are explained in Appendix A.

3. The midwinter suppression characterized by the num-

ber and amplitude of disturbances

a. Tracking results for upper-level geopotential height

The midwinter suppression of the Pacific storm track was first identified by Nakamura

(1992), and his calculation (updated to include data from the ERA-40 dataset, 1958-2001)
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is reproduced in Fig. 1. Over the North Atlantic Ocean, upper-level geopotential height

variance is maximized in the middle of winter, whereas over the western North Pacific it

peaks during fall and spring. Along the longitude band 160◦E between 20-70◦N (marked

as the bold line in Figure 2), the variance of geopotential height at 300-hPa is reduced by

approximately 25% in winter relative to the shoulder seasons.

Feature tracking enables changes in storminess to be studied in greater detail. In par-

ticular it is possible to isolate the relative importance of changes in feature frequency and

changes in feature strength, which is impossible using Eulerian eddy statistics alone. In Ap-

pendix B we discuss the link between Eulerian variance and the results obtained by feature

tracking. We obtain climatological data on the frequency of occurrence and the average

central magnitude of all disturbances that cross 160◦E and 50◦W for the Pacific and At-

lantic storm tracks, respectively, for each calendar day; these results are shown in Fig. 3.

A 31-day running mean smoother is applied before plotting the results to reduce noise and

represent the data in terms of monthly averages. Over the Atlantic Ocean feature strength

is maximized during winter, and feature number exhibits little seasonality. In contrast, the

disturbances within the Pacific storm track show a clear reduction in both number (∼ 20%)

and amplitude (∼ 14%) during winter compared to spring and fall. These results are robust

well above the 95% confidence level determined from a student’s t-test, and is observed in

all locations throughout the western North Pacific domain, from 120◦E to 160◦W.

Nakamura (1992) speculated that a wintertime lull in the generation of seed disturbances

over Asia could play a role in the suppression of storminess in the western Pacific. We

investigate this possibility by separately considering the Pacific disturbances that have their

genesis over land and those that originate over water, shown in Fig. 4. The frequency of
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cyclones over the Pacific Ocean steadily increases from October (∼ 3 per month) through

to April (∼ 5 per month) and the amplitude of these disturbances is relatively constant

throughout the cold season. On the other hand, cyclogenesis over land is significantly reduced

in midwinter relative to fall and spring, by about 40% in frequency and 20% in amplitude.

This is a strong indication that a reduction in the frequency of seeds from Asia is responsible

for the midwinter suppression.

The presence of the Tibetan plateau causes the storm track over Asia to split into two

branches: a mid-latitude branch to the north and a subtropical branch to the south. It is

widely accepted that the storm track over the Pacific Ocean is primarily seeded by waves

propagating from the mid-latitude branch over northeast Asia (e.g., Wallace et al. 1988;

Hakim 2003), but recent work shows that wave activity within the Pacific storm track can

be seeded by both branches (Hoskins and Hodges 2002; Chang 2005). We also find that

disturbances that exist over the western and central Pacific Ocean can have both mid-

latitude and subtropical origins. We investigate the relative importance of the northern and

the southern branch (Fig. 5), and then we consider the impact of influences upwind of Tibet

(Fig. 6).

The features that cross the longitude 160◦E between 20-70◦N are separated by their

latitude of cyclogenesis3, using 40◦N as the dividing line, in Fig. 5. Consistent with previous

studies, the mid-latitude branch comprises the majority of the disturbances downstream in

the Pacific storm track. Both the frequency and amplitude of disturbances that originated to

the north of 40◦N show a clear wintertime reduction. In contrast, the number of features that

originate south of 40◦N steadily increases from fall through to spring and the amplitude of

3We define cyclogenesis location as the location that the tracking algorithm first identifies a feature.
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these features is largest during the winter months. This strongly suggests that the midwinter

suppression is not caused by changes in subtropical cyclogenesis and/or subtropical seeding.

Next, we calculate the frequency and amplitude of features upwind of the Tibetan plateau,

as they cross 60◦E (Fig. 6 a, b), and downwind, as they cross 120◦E (Fig. 6 c, d). Upwind of

the plateau, there is a wintertime maximum in the number of disturbances and a maximum

in their amplitude during fall. This is in contrast to the situation directly downwind of the

Tibetan plateau, where the midwinter suppression is clearly seen as the reduction of both the

frequency and amplitude. From the above discussion and results, we find that the midwinter

suppression in storminess over the North Pacific Ocean has its origins over mid-latitude Asia,

to the north of the Tibetan plateau.

4. The role of changes in growth rates for the midwinter

suppression

We have shown that the midwinter suppression can be understood by considering the

behavior of upper-level waves upwind of the Pacific storm track. Therefore, there is no

need to invoke changes in the development of disturbances within the storm track itself

as an explanation for the midwinter suppression. Nonetheless, several studies have found

compelling evidence that the structure and growth rates of barclinic waves within the Pacific

storm track may be modified due to the seasonal cycle of the background flow in a way that

causes the midwinter suppression (e.g., Nakamura 1992; Christoph et al. 1997; Chang 2001;

Yin 2002).
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To investigate this with our dataset, we calculate the average temporal growth rate of

all growing disturbances in several regions, shown in Fig. 7. We measure growth rate in

Bergerons (Bergeron = Z2−Z1

6hrs

sin(60◦)
sin(.5(φ1+φ2))

), which is equivalent to the change in central

amplitude over one six-hour period, normalized by the Coriolis parameter. We calculate

the growth rate of each growing feature that exists within Pacific storm track (20-70◦N,

140-180◦E), the Atlantic storm track (20-70◦N, 30-70◦W), and the mid-latitude Asian storm

track (40-55◦N, 90-120◦E) (These regions are shown by the box in Fig. 2). Note that because

this growth rate is calculated following the feature, the results in Fig. 7 are independent of

changes in the speed of disturbances; that is, the fact that features are traveling faster over

the oceans during winter than they are in the shoulder seasons (e.g., Chang 2001) does not

affect this calculation.

Observed growth rates and corresponding monthly-averaged near-surface adjusted Eady

growth rate (explained below) are co-plotted in Fig. 7a, d, and g. The Eady growth rate is

calculated following the methods outlined in Lindzen and Farrell (1980) from the equation

σMAX =
f

N2

∂ū

∂z
. (1)

Monthly averages are computed for a “near-surface layer” in a region corresponding to the

storm tracks in Fig. 2. This layer corresponds to the layer between 925-hPa and 850-hPa for

the Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks, and 850-hPa to 700-hPa for the mid-latitude Asian

storm track. A near-surface layer is chosen because Nakamura and Shimpo (2004) found that

near-surface Eady growth rates correlate with jet stream-level wave activity better than a

layer just above the height of the boundary layer4.

Growth rates predicted from the Eady model are traditionally expressed as percent

4Our results show that the Eady model is a good diagnostic tool for estimating monthly-averaged growth
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growth (as in Eq. 1), whereas our method corresponds to absolute growth. In order to

express these two measures with the same units (dmhr−1), we devine an “adjusted Eady

growth rate” as the product of the Eady growth rate and the average disturbance amplitude

from the feature tracking algorithm. For reference, the monthly-averaged feature amplitude

of growing disturbances (Fig. 7b, e, and h) and the traditional Eady growth rate (Fig. 7c, f,

and i) are also shown. The adjusted and traditional Eady growth rates are intended solely

for diagnostic purposes, since the Eady model is only valid for small disturbances in their

linear phase of growth whereas we have included all growing disturbances in this calculation.

Within the Atlantic storm track, Fig. 7d, there is a wintertime maximum in the growth

rate of individual disturbances and this correspondes well with expectations from linear

theory. The same is not true over the Pacific Ocean. While the adjusted Eady growth

rate maximizes during winter, actual growth rates are relatively constant through the cold

season except for a marked springtime maximum (Fig. 7a). A springtime maximum in

actual growth rates is also evident when we consider only the top 1 − 10% of growths, and

it is robust to choice of location and calculation method (e.g., for growth rates over 6 to 48

hours, including or excluding negative growths, choice of vertical levels).

Interestingly, there is no evidence of a midwinter minimum in the average growth rate of

growing upper-level disturbances over the western and central Pacific (Fig 7a). Therefore,

rates. However, it is not a good indicator of growth rates for individual events. For regions within the Pacific

and Atlantic storm track, for example, the correlation coefficient between the actual growth rate and the

Eady model prediction at the same time and location is found to be between 0.15 and 0.20 (not shown). For

this calculation, we have included only small (< 5 or 10dm) growing disturbances, and the actual correlation

varies depending on the region and vertical level. This correlation is statistically significant at well above

99% confidence due to the large number of disturbances included in the analysis.
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our observations show that the growth rate of individual disturbances within the Pacific

storm track cannot explain the existence of the midwinter suppression. Nonetheless, there

are clearly large discrepancies between observations and theory, in particular over the Pacific

Ocean.

For the mid-latitude Asian storm track there is a marked and statistically significant

suppression in both actual and expected Eady growth rates (Fig. 7g). Therefore, our ob-

servation that the midwinter suppression in the amplitude of disturbances in the Pacific

storm track develops over mid-latitude Asia (Figs. 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6c) is entirely consistent

with linear expectations. For example, consider the idealized case of disturbances traveling

approximately 12ms−1 along the latitude 50◦N between 90◦E and 120◦E (a distance of ap-

proximately 3700 km). For features initially at 90◦E with identical amplitudes, the observed

reduction in wintertime growth rate of 0.03dmhr−1 would result in a 2.5dm reduction in

the amplitude of disturbances arriving at 120◦E. This compares very well with the actual

reduction in amplitude during winter, shown in Fig. 6c. Note that this argument only re-

lates to why a midwinter suppression in feature amplitude develops over mid-latitude Asia.

Most individual disturbances do not travel from 90◦E all the way to the Pacific storm track.

However, we observe a very similar seasonal cycle in growth rates if we limit our analysis in

Fig. 7g to only include features that also also make it into the Pacific storm track. Addition-

ally, the wintertime minimum in Eady growth rates suggests conditions are less favorable for

cyclogenesis, which helps explain the midwinter suppression in the number of disturbances

in this region.
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5. Mechanisms that could explain the midwinter sup-

pression

The last section identified the source of the midwinter suppression: the wintertime mini-

mum in the number of disturbances born in Northern Asia and tracking into the Pacific and

the wintertime minimum in the growth rate of these disturbances. We now discuss some

mechanisms that could cause this reduction in the genesis rate and growth rate of these

storms.

The wintertime minimum in Eady growth rates suggests conditions are less favorable for

cyclogenesis, which helps explain the midwinter suppression in the number of disturbances

in this region. The wintertime reduction in near-surface Eady growth rates is dominated

by the seasonality of near-surface static stability (Fig 7h due mainly to the seasonal cycle

in local insolation. Change in Eady growth rate due to changes in shear are a secondary

effect. Nakamura et al. (2002) demonstrate that inter-annual variability associated with the

midwinter suppression is anti-correlated with the strength of a stationary feature, the East

Asian winter monsoon. In their paper, they identify East Asian winter monsoonal flow as

strongly influenced by the relative strength of the Siberian high-pressure system. These

observations all support the possibility that seasonal modulations associated with strong

static stability and patterns of high pressure over Asia play a central role in the onset of the

midwinter suppression.

A second possible mechanism, also directly related to near-surface effects, concerns the

seasonal cycle in lee cyclogenesis. (Hoskins and Hodges 2002) show using feature tracking

that most midlatitude lower tropospheric cyclones are born in the lee of mountains. Chen
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et al. (1991) showed that there are significantly fewer lee cyclones emanating from the lee

of the Altai-Sayan mountains (identified in Fig 2) in winter than fall or spring. In addition,

Newton (2004) later noted that there is a striking correlation between the midwinter sup-

pression over the Pacific Ocean and the generation of low-level Altia-Sayan lee cyclones. ?

argued that lee cyclogenesis in this region may be suppressed during winter because most

of the continent is cold and strong temperature gradients lie well to the south (contributing

to the wintertime minimum in Eady growth rates). By contrast, strong surface temperature

gradients are frequently observed during fall and spring. We also composited the upper level

circulation at the time of lee cyclogenesis. These results (not shown) demonstrate that lee

cyclogenesis is usually accompanied by a significant upper-level low that is oriented to the

west of its low-level counterpart, an indication that upper- and lower- levels are in a position

to mutually reinforce each other. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that lee

cyclones play an active role in the development of the midwinter suppression.

Finally, influences upwind of the Tibetan plateau may also be contribute to the winter

minimum in the number of disturbances. Hakim (2003) find that a large fraction of wave

packets upwind of the Tibetan plateau are diffracted into the subtropical jet stream and

decay before entering the Pacific storm track. We have investigated whether waves are

preferentially diffracted into the strong subtropical jet core over central Asia in winter.

Preliminary results, which will be addressed in the future, show that this may be crucial to

the development of the midwinter suppression.
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6. Summary

The midwinter suppression in storminess over the western and central Pacific Ocean is

due to a reduction in the number of disturbances entering the Pacific storm track from

mid-latitude Asia. Feature-tracking reveals that the number and amplitude of disturbances

within the storm track in winter is reduced by 15 to 43% and 12 to 24% compared to that

of spring and fall, respectively. The exact percentage depends on the variable, level, and

geographic location. The reduction in the number and amplitude of disturbances within the

Pacific storm track is sufficient to explain the observed midwinter reduction in eddy variances

that are documented here and previously (see Appendix B for a comparison between feature

tracking and Eulerian variance).

The midwinter reduction in the number and amplitude of storms within the Pacific storm

track is not due to local changes in the synoptic scale dynamics associated with seasonal

changes in the structure of the jet. For example, there is no mid-winter minimum the

the growth rate of synoptic storms within the storm track. Instead, the reduction in the

amplitude of storms in the Pacific storm track is due to a midwinter minimum in the growth

rate of storms emanating from north Asia, mainly due to the wintertime maximum in static

stability.

In addition to the generic stabilization of the atmosphere to baroclinic development by

increased static stability, we discuss other mechanisms that might contribute to the midwin-

ter suppression, all of which depend crucially on the interactions between surface stability,

the orography and upper-level waves over Asia. Whether one or all of these mechanisms is

the cause of the midwinter suppression is the subject of ongoing research.
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There are many possible choices for a measure of storminess, and the correct choice

is not always obvious. The use of Eulerian statistics has predominated in the study of

climatological storminess in part because of its ease of calculation from reanalysis data

sets, and in part because such statistics are required in calculating heat and momentum

budgets of the atmospheric circulation. However, Eulerian eddy statistics conflate many

different aspects of the weather of which that climatology is comprised, and which may be

of individual interest: storm number, storm intensity, storm speed, and storm extent all

affect the Eulerian statistics. In many regards Lagrangian feature-tracking provides a more

fundamental perspective on climate, as it can more directly target the aspects of dynamical

weather systems that are felt most keenly by observers on the ground - in other words,

high precipitation, high winds, strong frontal passages, etc., during individual storms. The

availability of hiqh-quality feature-tracking algorithms therefore continue to provide many

new and interesting opportunities for future research.
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APPENDIX A

Tracking results for upper-level relative vorticity

Similar results concerning the reduction in the number and amplitude of disturbances

during winter are are found when tracking upper-level cyclonic relative vorticity5 distur-

bances instead of geopotential height features. It is again clear, from Fig. 8, that the

midwinter suppression is primarily a consequence of there being fewer and smaller distur-

bances in winter than in fall and spring, and that the reductions are due to effects over

land (not shown for relative vorticity). However, there are some important and interesting

differences in the tracking results for geopotential and relative vorticity at the same pressure

level (300-hPa). First, the tracking algorithm identifies almost twice as many disturbances

in relative vorticity. This is perhaps not surprising since vorticity features are smaller in

spatial scale than are geopotential height features.

Second, it is surprising that the amplitude of relative vorticity features is actually an

absolute minimum during winter, relative even to summer (Fig. 8a). This is not an artifact

of the feature tracking algorithm: the variance of 2-6 day band-pass filtered relative vorticity

at 300-hPa is also an absolute minimum in winter at this location (not shown). We should

be wary of any measure of storminess if it indicates that the Pacific storm track is more

5For tracking features in relative vorticity we take a rather minimalist approach to filtering. The data are

first truncated to T42 resolution to reduce noise, and then we subtract out the seasonally-varying background

field by applying a 90-day high-pass Butterworth filter. Others find that applying any filter to the field of

vorticity is unnecessary for some applications (e.g., Hakim 2003), however without a seasonal mean filter

significant amplitude time-average features (of the order ∼ 2 · 10−5s−1) are retained in the heart of the

Pacific storm track, and this is something that we wish to avoid for feature tracking.
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intense during summer than it is in the middle of winter.

Scaling arguments having to do with the seasonal cycle of an average feature’s areal extent

can explain these peculiar results. In the geostrophic limit, relative vorticity is the Laplacian

of geopotential height divided by the Coriolis parameter. Consequently, for two features that

have the same central magnitude in geopotential height, the one with the largest relative

vorticity amplitude is the one that occupies the least area. To determine the seasonal cycle of

the average area of disturbances, we use tracking results to identify the center of all features

as they cross various longitude bands within the Pacific storm track (i.e., 160◦E, 180◦) and

employ compositing to estimate their average area (not shown). This reveals that the areal

extent of disturbances during summer is just over half that of winter. In addition, in October

and April features occupy approximately 18% less area than they do in January (not shown),

so we cannot ignore this effect for the midwinter suppression. Evidently, we should be wary

about interpreting the variance of relative vorticity as a measure of storminess when the

areal extent of waves changes significantly.

A notable seasonal cycle to the area of synoptic waves in the atmosphere has been

discussed to some extent by Hoskins and Hodges (2005), but to our knowledge this has never

been examined in detail. Further, both the meridional and zonal extent of disturbances is

maximum in winter, which is surprising because the jet stream is narrower in winter than it is

in the shoulder seasons. Ioannou and Lindzen (1986) found that the meridional extent of the

jet stream is a reasonable first-order approximation to the meridional wavelength of storms,

and based on these results, previous work concerning the midwinter suppression assumed

that the meridional wavelength of storms in the Pacific storm track will be less in winter than

it is in the shoulder seasons (e.g., Harnik and Chang 2004). The wavelength corresponding
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to the most unstable Eady mode depends on the Rossby radius of deformation, and this in

turn depends on the ratio of static stability to the Coriolis parameter, both of which may

act to increase the Rossby radius. Alternatively, others find evidence that deformation may

be responsible for the longer wavelength (Nielsen-Gammon, personal communication). In

the future a detailed investigation will undoubtedly reveal interesting insights.

APPENDIX B

Comparing Eulerian variance with feature tracking statistics

Our intention is to understand how the midwinter suppression manifests in terms of

the individual disturbances that comprise the Pacific storm track. However, it is worth

considering how the results from feature tracking compare to Eulerian variance at the same

location.

In order to make such a comparison we start by considering a single sine pulse with

period τ traveling by a point (take x = 0 for simplicity) in the time interval [0, T ], where

τ ≪ T :

Z = Z0 sin
2πct

λ
, 0 < t < τ. (B1)

Thus, the variance at this location due to a single traveling pulse is

(Z ′)2 = Z2
0 sin2 2πct

λ
, (B2)

where c and λ are the velocity and wavelength of the traveling wave, respectively, Z0 is

its amplitude, and ( ) = 1
T

∫
T
( )dt is the integral over the time of interest, T . In this
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framework, if the number of traveling sine pulses (N) doubles to from one to two, then

there is twice as much variance. Therefore the total variance must scale linearly with the

number of disturbances passing overhead. Noting that
∫

T
sin2(at)dt = 1/(2a), we see that

the Eulerian variance is related to feature tracking in the following way:

(Z ′)2 ∝ N · Z2
0 · λ · c−1

≡ BLAGR. (B3)

Eulerian variance is compared to feature tracking results in Table 1. For these calcu-

lations, variance of geopotential height at 300-hPa is the average in the 2-6 day band-pass

filtered field along 160◦E, between 20-70◦N. Data for the number, magnitude, wavelength,

and velocity are average values for all disturbances as they cross the same location, 160◦E

between 20-70◦N. In Table 1, fall corresponds roughly to the month of November (Julian

days 300-325), winter corresponds to January (days 10-35), and spring corresponds to April

(days 90-115). From this information we see that feature tracking statistics predict that

the midwinter suppression should manifest as a 39% reduction in the Eulerian variance in

winter relative to fall and spring. This is 14% higher than the observed 25% reduction in

wintertime variance.

There are several reasons not to expectthese calculations to be directly comparable.

First, in this paper the focus is on cyclonic disturbances only, yet variance is a combination

of both cyclones and anticyclones. Analysis of the number and amplitude of anticyclones

at this location (not shown) reveals that high pressure systems do not exhibit a midwin-

ter suppression. Second, Lagrangian statistics include only trackable, mobile disturbances,

whereas there is no such requirement for Eulerian techniques. Third, for feature tracking
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we have employed both a seasonal mean filter and a planetary wave filter (see discussion in

the methods section), however Eulerian variance is traditionally measured as the variance

of a band-pass filtered field (for our variance calculations we use a 2-6 day band-pass filter).

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we have greatly simplified the relationship between

Eulerian variance and feature tracking by assuming that storm tracks are composed entirely

of a series of identical sine pulses. In reality, the amplitude, velocity, and wavelength of dis-

turbances are not necessarily indepent of each other nor are they constant from one feature

to the next. Given these limitations, the agreement between feature tracking and Eulerian

variance is reasonable.
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Fig. 1. Midwinter suppression of the Pacific storm track, shown as the variance in upper-
level geopotential height. (a) Pacific domain, 140◦E - 180◦, and (b) Atlantic domain, 30◦-
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Feature tracking results for Z, 300-hPa
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Fig. 3. Seasonal cycle of the features that were identified in the geopotential height field at
300-hPa. (a) mean amplitude (this is the magnitude, in dm, at the center of the disturbance)
of disturbances as they cross 160◦E (Pacific storm track), (b) mean monthly frequency of dis-
turbances as they cross 160◦E (Pacific storm track), (c) mean amplitude (dm) of disturbances
as they cross 50◦W (Atlantic storm track), and (d) mean monthly frequency of disturbances
as they cross 50◦W (Atlantic storm track). Daily climatologies have been smoothed with a
31-day running mean smoother. Tick marks correspond to the first day of each month, and
shading indicates 95% confidence intervals as calculated from the student’s t-test.
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Pacifi c storm track results for Z, 300-hPa

(a) Land genesis, amplitude (b) Land genesis, frequency

(c) Ocean genesis, amplitude (d) Ocean genesis, frequency
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except for Pacific storm track features that originated (a) over
land, mean amplitude (dm), (b) over land, mean monthly frequency, (c) over ocean, mean
amplitude (dm), and (d) over ocean, mean monthly frequency.
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Feature tracking results for Z, 300-hPa
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3, except for Pacific storm track features that originated (a) North
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Feature tracking results for Z, 300-hPa
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3, except for features upwind (60◦E) and downwind (120◦E) of the
Tibetan plateau (a) upwind, mean amplitude (dm), (b) upwind, mean monthly frequency,
(c) downwind, mean amplitude (dm), and (d) downwind, mean monthly frequency.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the actual growth rate in Z at 300-hPa and the near-surface
adjusted Eady growth rate, in dmhr−1, for (a) the Pacific storm track (20-70◦N, 120-160◦E),
(d) the Atlantic storm track (20-70◦N, 70-30◦W), and (g) the mid-latitude Asian storm track
(40-55◦N, 90-120◦E). Plotted in (b), (e), and (h) are the monthly average near-surface Eady
growth rate expressed as percent growth, %hr−1, for the Pacific, Atlantic, and mid-latitude
Asian storm tracks, respectively. Plotted in (c), (f), and (i) are the monthly average feature
amplitudes in Z at 300-hPa (dm) for the Pacific, Atlantic, and mid-latitude Asian storm
tracks, respectively. In (h), the monthly averaged near surface stability (diamond) and
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(a) Pacifi c, amplitude (b) Pacifi c, frequency

(c) Atlantic, amplitude (d) Atlantic, frequency

Feature tracking results for ξ, 300-hPa
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 3, except for relative vorticity at 300-hPa. In (a) and (c), units are
10−5 s−1.
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